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Flexible Transparency -  
A Study on Adaptive Thin Glass Façade Panels 

Rafael Ribeiro Silveira a,b, Christian Louter a, Tillmann Klein a 
a Delft University of Technology, the Netherlands, rrs.silveira@gmail.com 

b Hugh Dutton Associés, France 

Chemically strengthened thin glass (t < 2 mm) is a material that is stronger and due to its small thickness, more flexible 
than conventional window glass. As such, thin glass offers the possibility for lightweight and flexible glass façades that 
could change shape depending on external conditions.  This paper explores this concept and presents an MSc study on 
the use of this material in adaptive façade panels. The behavior of thin glass in this context depends on different factors. 
The glass thickness and strength define its bending limits, while the desired geometry and movement affect its overall 
stiffness and visual outcome. In order to integrate these factors, different configurations of panels were analyzed in 
numerical models. These analyses showed the importance of understanding the desired movement and geometry in order 
to correctly define the supports and degrees of freedom of the panel, avoiding stress concentration (particularly on the 
edges) and allowing for an unobstructed movement of the panel. The development of these analyses resulted in the 
conception of a design example of an adaptive façade panel, taking into consideration the design requirements developed 
in the research. Finally, as a proof of concept, a mock-up was built simulating the behavior of the design example 
developed in this research. Although there is still the need for research to be developed so that thin glass can become a 
building material, this research showed that this is possible and that interesting results, regarding visual effect, ventilation 
and dead load reduction (in larger scale, an environmental impact reduction is also possible) can be achieved.  Besides 
that, using thin glass in adaptive panels challenges the concept of glass as a static material, opening new possibilities for 
its use. 

Keywords: Thin glass, Glass design, Adaptive façade, Kinetic façade, Lightweight façade 

1. Introduction 
Chemically strengthened thin glass (under 2 mm thickness) is a material commonly used in the electronics industry 
for (touch)screens on tablets, smartphones and other devices, providing impact and scratch resistance. Although 
these functions do not seem appropriate for a brittle material like glass, thin glass differentiates itself from 
conventional glass by its strength and flexibility, due to the chemical treatment and its small thickness. 

Glass design for the built environment faces challenges related to weight and material use, due to the high density of 
glass and the necessity of laminating many layers of this material together to ensure stiffness and safety. Besides 
that, it also faces challenges regarding complex glass geometries - as hot bending glass can become cost and energy 
inefficient and cold bending has a limited geometry range. 

In this context, the use of thin glass in the built environment can provide multiple possibilities to these challenges. 
An MSc study was developed with the objective of exploring this topic, linking the advancements in glass 
technologies with the built environment. 

2. Thin Glass 
Thin glasses are here defined as those under the thickness of 2 mm, as this is the minimal standard glass thickness of 
float glass (although thicknesses as thin as 0.1mm can also be achieved by this process). As of ultra-thin glass, these 
are usually classified as glass under the thickness of 0.1 mm (100µm) (AGC 2011); as for the current date, glasses at 
the thicknesses of 25 µm (0.025mm) are already being produced. 

Figure 1 illustrates a comparison between typical float glass thicknesses (in scale 1:1) until the ultra-thin glass that 
can be produced. 

Although this material may seem like an exclusive material used for particular purposes, it is widespread on 
smartphones and mobile devices; the evolution of these products in the past decade has pushed the glass industry to 
produce ever thinner and resistant glass, attending to the necessities of scratch, fall resistance, and low weight. 
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Fig. 1 Glass thicknesses at 1:1 scale - from 22mm to 25µm. 

Thin glass material properties depend on its composition; “typical glass types used for thin glass are borosilicate 
glass, aluminosilicate glass and the well-known float glass” (Albus and Robanus 2015) or soda lime silicate glass. It 
can be produced by the traditional float process, the down-draw process, and the overflow-fusion process (Schneider 
2015 and Neugebauer 2015). The last (Figure 3) produces glass with a higher surface quality, as the glass surface 
does not have contact with any solids during its production. 

To improve the material properties of thin glass, this material is usually pre-stressed by chemical strengthening, 
which consists in a process of ion exchanging instead of thermal shock (quenching). The result of this process is a 
surface compression much higher than that of fully tempered (75Mpa), or heat strengthened (25Mpa) glass, reaching 
values such as 300 MPa (Schittich, C. et al. 2007). It is important to remark that the typical depth of the compressive 
layer of this process is very narrow, 25-50 µm (Schneider, J.), and the glass strength is notably reduced in the center 
of the glass. In the Figure 2, an example of a measurement of a chemically strengthened soda lime glass shows this 
behavior, the surface compressive stress is of 500 MPa, however at 50 µm deep this value is already lower than 100 
MPa. 

The minimum radius this material can bend is directly related to its thickness, generally, the thinner the glass, the 
smaller the radius it can achieve without breaking. In addition to that, a combination of material properties, 
production process, and strengthening can make thin glass more resistant to bending stresses, allowing it to bend to 
smaller radii. 
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Fig. 2 Measured compression stresses as function of the depth of a chemically tempered glass sample. (Aben and Guillemet, 1993 apud Gy 

2007) 

 
Fig. 3 Overflow-fusion process. (Kueffner 2012) 

2.1. Current applications in the built environment 
Although this material is commonly available in smartphones and other electronic devices, thin glass is still on its 
first steps in the built environment. 

The most advanced application at this time is at the production of high-performance windows, in which thin glass is 
used in triple and quadruple-glazed windows for the visual and lightweight qualities (MEM4WIN 2012). Another 
example of the use of this material was in the World Cup of 2014 (AGC 2014). In this event, the player benches 
were designed using thin glass on the top and back of these elements to provide maximum transparency, weather 
and impact resistance while reducing reflections. 

A different application for this product was also found by one of its leading producers. Corning has developed an 
alternative use for its Gorilla Glass. Due to the impact and scratch resistance of thin glass, together with its optical 
qualities, this material is currently being used as a protective layer in interior architecture, mainly targeted at 
elevator’s interiors (Corning 2018). It’s used as an external layer allowing the lamination of panels behind it, which 
can be exhibited with high optical quality, without being susceptible to damage. 

The last built example mentioned here is an experimental study, developed by prof. Jürgen Neugebauer and APG, 
and realized by SFL Technologies at the GlassTec 2014 in Dusseldorf (Neugebauer 2015). It consists of a movable 
glass canopy, which can be expanded and contracted in two directions. The appealing aspect of this example is that 
it shows the adaptability of thin glass, which is bent into a complex geometry and then moved back to its original 
state. 

3. Potential uses for thin glass in the built environment 
After studying the material properties of thin glass and analysing its current uses in the built environment, additional 
possible applications were explored in this context. Considering the classification of forms elaborated by Wurm 
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(2007), four main geometry types or applications were selected (Structural elements, flat panels, single radius 
elements) in which glass is used in the built environment, and then alternatives (Table 1) were explored using the 
thin glass technology. 

In general, thin glass can increase the stiffness of glass elements by adapting its geometry instead of the addition of 
glass layers, or stiffeners from other materials. An example of this strategy can be applied in glass column design for 
increasing buckling resistance and in flat panels to increase stiffness without affecting the transparency of a façade. 
However, the flexibility of this material could also be considered a disadvantage in some cases that depend on its 
shape for stability; if any part of the surface is deformed due to an impact, the structural integrity could be 
compromised. As an alternative to that thin glass could be used as a protective layer for other glass elements. 

 
Table 1: Geometric exploration of thin glass in common glass applications. (Ribeiro Silveira 2016) 

Structural Elements Flat Panels Single curvature 

   

   

 

 

 
 

After exploring different applications, it is clear that the most remarkable characteristic of this material is its 
flexibility.  

From this initial overview and the research on the material properties, it was concluded that an adequate use of thin 
glass in the built environment would be one that would benefit from its transparency, adaptability, and flexibility. 
Adaptive façade panels were considered to be the application that best answered to these characteristics, using the 
potential of the material at the same time as showing its value in a façade. 

To explore the outcome of using thin glass adaptive panels in a façade, different façade panel types were selected 
and, for each of them, thin glass alternatives for their current façade components where were sketched and analyzed 
(Figure 4). 

   

 

  
Fig. 4 Thin glass alternatives for building façade panels. (Ribeiro Silveira 2016) 

It was then concluded that the most suitable building elements for the development of the study would be on double 
skin façades, with the thin glass adaptive panel on the outer skin. This strategy allows for the interior spaces of the 
building to be insulated by the inner skin, while the exterior skin creates the visual identity of the building and can 
also help on the performance of the building skin, as controlling the ventilation for instance. 

The definition of the boundaries of the research also relates to the dimensions of the studied panel. This panel should 
be of a floor height and a standard width for building-related purposes. The selected panel dimensions to attend to 
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these parameters were 3000 by 1250 mm, using a hypothetical thin glass panel of 3000 by 1750 mm allowing for the 
geometry exploration of the use of this material. 

4. Study on movement and supports 
The research followed on simulating the material behavior under bending and the relation between its thickness and 
bending stresses. 

A numerical analysis was made by simulating the movement of one edge of the panel and checking the resulting 
geometry and stresses generated by the increase of the bending according to different glass thicknesses. This 
simulation was made by moving one of the longer edges of the panel (3000 by 1250 mm) in a 125mm step until it 
was at the same position of the other one. The boundary conditions were determined by using pinned supports on the 
two edges, allowing for rotation. This method is illustrated in Figure 5. 

The increase of stress by the increasing of bending presented a linear pattern. However, when comparing the pattern 
of different thicknesses, the stresses increased more from step to step with the increasing of thickness. This 
conclusion is visible in the Figure 6, where the line referring to the stresses in the 2-mm plate is steeper than the 
others. 

 
Fig. 5. Geometry of the panel according to the movement of the edge. 

 
Fig. 6. Maximum bending stresses according to movement of the edge for the different thicknesses. 

For the development of the studies in this research, it was considered a glass panel with a 1.1 mm thickness, to 
provide a balance between bending stresses (allowing for more freedom when exploring different geometries) and 
the resistance of the plate to wind loads. 

Following this initial understanding of the material, the successive step was to study thin glass in the context of 
adaptive panels. For a thin glass façade panel to be adaptive, it needs movement. However, this movement is 
determined by the way this panel is supported and how its supports are designed and positioned. 

Therefore, both of these characteristics that allow for adaptiveness were analyzed. First, movement and support 
alternatives were studied separately; then the relation between was analyzed, showing how the boundary conditions 
can affect the design and the final geometry of the panel. 
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It is important to clarify that this analysis had not the objective of covering all possibilities of supports and 
movement of an adaptive thin glass façade panel. Rather than that, it looks into general design strategies, showing 
different possibilities and conclusions that could also be adapted to other scenarios. 

4.1. Support possibilities 
The development of support strategies started by analyzing the aspects to consider when designing supports for a 
thin glass adaptive façade panel. This analysis resulted in four general technical and aesthetical parameters: 

• Protection of the panel edges: due to the cutting of the panel, these are its most vulnerable areas; 
• Prevention of stress concentration: essential to be considered due to breakage characteristics of the material; 
• Allowance for movement: the supports should not obstruct the movement of the panel, instead, they should 

enhance it; 
• Avoidance of view obstruction: in a context of a glass façade the supports should be positioned in order not 

to interfere in the views from inside the building. 
 

Based on these parameters and the thin glass alternatives to current building façades presented in Figure 4, different 
possibilities of supporting a thin glass adaptive façade panel were developed (Figure 7). Not all of them are ideal 
according to all parameters, the choice between one strategy or another depends on the desired movement and 
boundary conditions. 

 
Fig. 7 Support solutions based on the potential use of thin glass (Figure 4). (Ribeiro Silveira 2016) 

The support solutions can be divided mainly into edge and point supports. The first four options show different ways 
to use edge supports, these types of support have the advantage of low visual obstruction and also more stiffness to 
the edges. Options five and six show point supports, which can avoid stresses on the edges, but cause peak stresses 
and block the views. The last two options show hybrid solutions; option seven shows that linear supports can also be 
present on the surface of the glass to avoid stresses on the edges, while option 8 shows that these different types of 
supports can also be combined. 

4.2. Movement possibilities 
As in the previous analysis, the development of movement strategies of the panel started by looking into general 
aspects to be considered during the design of the panel, which can be summarized in the following parameters: 

• Evidence of movement: making movement evident makes it possible to differentiate thin glass from ordinary 
glass, justifying the use of this material; 

• Avoidance of multiple actuators: as a façade panel is expected to be reproduced multiple times in a façade, 
the excessive use of actuators per panel should be avoided; 
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• Stiffness by geometry: the movement of the panel is directly related to its shape, and to the stiffness obtained 
from it. 

• Double curvature limitation: movements that imply in the double curvature of the panel should be avoided, 
as the glass has a low strain capacity. 

 
Again, based on these parameters and the solutions presented in Figure 4, different possibilities of moving a thin 
glass adaptive façade panel were developed (Figure 8). As in the supports analysis, not all of them are ideal 
regarding all parameters, the choice between them is dependent on the desired final shape and also on the supports 
design. 

 
Fig. 8 Movement solutions based on the potential use of thin glass (Figure 4).  

The first three options in Figure 8, regard the movement of the edges of the panel by translation (options 1 and 2), 
resulting in a cylindrical shape, and rotation (option 3) resulting in a conical geometry. The fourth movement 
consists of moving the panel by pushing its center in a perpendicular direction, which would result in a cylindrical or 
conical shape depending if the movement forces on the top and bottom of the panel are equal or not. 

The 5th option consists on the bending of the corners of the panel inwards, while the 6th option shows the possibility 
of rolling the glass pane; in this case the minimum radius of the roll would be defined by the maximum stress 
allowed by the panel directly related to its thickness (as seen in Figure 6). The last option is a reference to the 
structural elements geometrical exploration (Table 1) in a façade context, uses the flexibility of the material to 
deform that geometry and adapt it. 

However, all movement possibilities and resulting geometries are very dependent on the supports of the panel. To 
understand the design of an adaptive thin glass panel, it is not possible to look into movement and support 
separately, as adaptiveness of the panel is the result of the relation between them. 

This relation was investigated by looking into each of the proposed movements (Figure 8) using different support 
types (Figure 7) and degrees of freedom. The main conclusions of this investigation were: 

• Number and type, and degrees of freedom of supports can determine the final geometry of the panel; 
• Insufficient degrees of freedom on the supports generally leads to stress concentration; 
• Excessive degrees of freedom on the supports generally leads to excess of complexity on design or 

unpredictability; 
• The suitable type of support and degrees of freedom depends on the desired movement and geometry of the 

panel. 
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In Figure 9 one of the developed analysis is presented as an example of this investigation, which clearly 
demonstrates some of the conclusions listed above.  

This example shows a movement based on the translation of the two shorter edges of the panel, comparing the use 
of two and three supports allowing for one or two degrees of freedom. It is possible to see that the stress and 
bending moment varies according to the degrees of freedom of the supports. In this case, the stresses were calculated 
as two times higher if the rotation of the edges is not allowed. It is also very interesting to see that by the addition of 
one support the geometry assumes a very different configuration for the same movement. 

 
Fig. 9 Example of analysis of the combination of movement and supports investigation. Two edges translation with one or two degrees of 

freedom. (Ribeiro Silveira 2016) 

5. Design 

5.1. Potential design strategies 
The following step of the study was the development of an example of a thin glass adaptive façade panel. After the 
analysis presented on item 4, it was possible to better understand the potential use of thin glass in a façade panel. 
Based on this analysis and on the design parameters developed for supporting and moving this façade panel, four 
potential design strategies were developed (Figure 10). 

The first solution was based on the structural elements geometrical exploration (Table 1); this concept consists of 
three layers of thin glass laminated together forming a triangular shape. In this way, by pushing one of the edges, it 
is possible to make a flat and stiff thin glass panel, which is the initial position of the panel. To allow for its 
movement this same edge is pushed backward or forward, making the other edges move in the direction of each 
other, opening both sides of the panel. 

The second design strategy consists of having a thin glass panel which is moved by a vertical bar that pushes the 
glass pane outwards increasing its curvature. 
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The glass is connected to a frame by four pinned supports, which can move horizontally along the supporting frame. 
According to the movement of the bar, the supporting points translate on the x-direction opening or closing the 
panel according to the necessities of the building. As the bar is supported by two different actuators, it can assume 
inclined positions, allowing for different curvatures in the top and bottom layer of the glass, increasing the stiffness 
of the surface. Also, the bar works as a support against wind loads, avoiding the buckling of the panel. 

The third option consists of moving the panel by translating one of its long edges, and using three supports; the 
result is a series of sinus shapes. This panel would be moved by a single actuator in one of the sides of the glass 
panel; forcing the panel to buckle. As the panel is attached to its frame in specific points, this movement generates 
the sinus shape. These support points also translate together with the glass panel as it is pushed by the actuator, 
keeping the controlled buckling behavior and increasing the stiffness of the panel. 

The fourth and last potential design strategy consists of a flat panel that is adapted by pulling its corners inwards, 
creating curvature in these specific areas, stiffening the panel. 

This panel is supported by its four edges, but its extremities are left free so that the corners can rotate inwards. In 
this case, the actuator would be placed in the middle of the panel, connected to each of the edges by cables; which 
are then pulled, bringing the edges of the panel inwards and allowing for its movement. 

 
Fig. 10 Potential design strategies for the development of the design example (Ribeiro Silveira 2016) 

For the selection of which of these strategies would be adequate for the development of the research they were 
compared according to the following criteria and methods: 

• Transparency: as a glass façade panel, one of its primary functions is to create an invisible barrier between 
the interior and exterior environment. This was evaluated by comparing interior visualizations of the panel; 

• Stiffness: a thin glass façade panel needs to be stiff to prevent vibration, which can cause noise and 
discomfort to the user of the building. To determine the stiffness of each panel, numerical simulations of 
each panel were developed, in its initial and bent states; 

• Adaptiveness: besides creating a visual effect, it is interesting that the adaptiveness of the panel can 
enhance the performance of the façade in other aspects. In the context of this research, the technical 
purpose of adapting the shape of the panel would be of ventilating the façade. For the visual effect, external 
visualizations were developed, as for the ventilation, the openable surface of each panel was compared to 
the others. 

• Feasibility: it is important to analyze if the detailing of the design strategy is feasible, considering its 
movement, supports, actuators, and production. 

 
By comparing the four potential design strategies, it was identified that according to the developed criteria the 
second strategy, the central bar movement, was the one selected for further development. This design proposal, 
showed a satisfactory balance between the different criteria, with main advantages being its transparency, visual 
effect and feasibility. However, the stiffness of the panel should be improved, as the choice for punctual supports 
led to the high concentration of stresses and unexpected deformation of the desired geometry. 
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5.2. Design example 
After analyzing the selected design strategy, the further development of the design example was initiated. The first 
step was to analyze how the selected design proposal could be improved. 

The first improvement was on the type of supports. On the analysis of the relation between movement and supports 
a comparison between point supports and edge supports for a similar panel was developed. There, the edge supports 
solution showed an overall better result regarding the stiffness of the panel. Therefore, the four punctual supports 
were substituted for two edge supports along the long edges of the panel. 

The second change was on the glass plate size and thickness (1750mm and 1.1mm respectively as described in 
previous items 3.1 and 4). Initial numerical simulation analysis showed that the calculated stresses on the glass 
under a low wind pressure (0.5kN/m²) were already too high, reaching 500N/mm² if the panel was bent 
asymmetrically (Table 3). Therefore, it was decided to increase the thickness of the panel to 2mm, however, by just 
increasing the thickness of the panel the initial stresses would become too high. Therefore, it is also necessary to 
change the width of the glass panel, reducing it to increase the initial bending radius and decrease the stresses 
generated by it. Thus, the selected final configuration of the glass plate for the design example was a 2mm thick 
with the dimensions of 1500x3000mm. 

 
Fig. 11 Panel configuration of reviewed design strategy. 

Table 3: Maximum top surface principal stresses in N/mm² according to wind pressure and position of the panel. Glass plate characteristics: 
thickness: 1.1 mm / dimensions: 1750 x 3000 mm 

Maximum top surface principal stresses (N/mm²) 
Position of the panel 

Initial Increased Asymmetric 

Wind pressure 

0 kN/m² 130 286 300 
1 kN/m² 300 362 500 
2 kN/m² 490 520 - 

 

This new configuration (Figure 11) was then reanalyzed in a numerical simulation considering the bending stresses 
for the three positions of the panel (initial, increased and asymmetric) under wind pressures up to 2kN/m² from 
different directions. The results are presented in tables 3 and 4. 

Table 4: Maximum top surface principal stresses in N/mm² according to wind pressure and position of the panel. Glass plate characteristics: 
thickness: 2.0 mm / dimensions: 1500 x 3000 mm 

Maximum top surface principal stresses (N/mm²) 
Position of the panel 

Initial Increased Asymmetric 

Wind pressure 

0 KN/m² 167 268 342 
1 KN/m² 244 327 394 
2 KN/m² 326 396 460 
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Table 5: Maximum displacement in mm according to wind pressure direction and position of the panel.  

Glass plate characteristics: thickness: 2.0 mm / dimensions: 1500 x 3000 mm 

Maximum displacement (mm) 
Position of the panel 

Initial Increased Asymmetric 

Wind direction (2 KN/m²) 

90º 48.3 25.2 12.15 

45º 59.6 19.8 15.9 

-90º 34.42 30 16 

 0º 8.9 63 12 

 

Even though the initial stresses on the reviewed panel are higher, it is possible to see that there is a significant 
reduction of stresses under wind load, up to 33% when the panel is on its initial position. 

Also, the deformation of the panel is much lower in this new configuration. When loaded with a perpendicular wind 
pressure of 1 kN/m² on the initial position the maximum displacement of the panel is of 48.3mm; under the same 
boundary conditions, the previous configuration had a deformation of 197mm. 

After analyzing the stresses on the panel, the next step in the development of the design example was its detailing. 
The process started by looking into the degrees of freedom required for the movement of the panel; in total four 
degrees of freedom needed to be addressed (Figure 12a). 

The solution to this challenge (Figure 12b) was on using the same component for all corners of the panel. A single 
wheel that can also act as a pendulum allows for the translation the x-axis, and the rotation around the y-axis. The 
wheel is fixed to a component which is then connected to the other parts of the panel by an elevator bolt, which is 
integrated with a spring allowing for the translation of the panel on the z-axis. In addition, the edge profile of the 
panel can rotate around the bolt, allowing for the last necessary degree of freedom. 

.  

 

a) b) 
Fig. 12a) Necessary degrees of freedom for the movement of the panel. b) Detail concept (Ribeiro Silveira 2016) 

Based on the detailing concept each element of the panel was developed, making it possible to develop a design 
example of a thin glass adaptive panel. This example was elaborated as generic panel (meaning that not 
implemented in a specific building) with the function of an adaptive double skin façade panel. In Figure 13 it is 
possible to see the appearance of this panel and a visualization of it integrated into an office building. 
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a) b) 

 

c) 

 

d) 
Fig. 13a), b), c) and d) Visualization of the design example. (Ribeiro Silveira 2016) 
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5.3. Mock-up 
The final step of the research was a construction of a mock-up using thin glass as a proof of concept (Figure 14). 

The model was developed using a 2mm thin glass plate of 500 x 700 mm and two chain drive actuator which had a 
maximum stroke length of 250mm. The designed connection was simulated in the following way: 

The glass was supported by two edges, using aluminum profiles which were connected to the top and bottom steel 
tubes by a combination of a bolt fixed to a sphere (which was constrained inside the tube). The actuators were fixed 
to the model frame and pushed a vertical aluminum bar which was attached to the glass. When the actuators pushed 
the bar, the edges were free to translate and rotate around the supports. 

The end result of the mock-up was very satisfactory. It was possible to use the full stroke length of the actuator, 
achieving a minimum bending radius of 106 mm and a maximum calculated bending stress of 424MPa. 

 
Fig. 14 Physical model developed with a 2mm thick thin glass panel and chain drive actuators 

6. Conclusions 
The safe use of thin glass in façades is still dependent on more research and tests. Suggested topics would be on the 
breakage behavior and lamination (and delamination due to movement) of this material and its integration with other 
materials, such as bimetals for instance. 

Nevertheless, the development of this research contributes to the growth of knowledge over the use of this material 
on the façades context. This study shows that the use of a thin glass adaptive panels in a façade can achieve 
interesting results regarding visual effect, ventilation and dead load reduction. Also, it challenges the concept of 
glass as a static material, opening new possibilities for the use of this material. 
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